
A guide to students’ saint reports 

Candidates for Confirmation are initiated into the Communion of Saints. It is important that the 

candidates understand this community, build relationships with the saints, and see examples of lives of 

holiness. The norm is that all those preparing for confirmation specifically study and learn about three 

different saints of their choosing. This research may be presented through written reports or using the 

Saint Form, as decided by the parent.  

In the Scriptures we see many saints change their names as they take on greater missions from God. As 

the candidates take on more fully and are confirmed in their baptismal promises the diocese encourages 

candidates to signify this by taking on as a patronal name one of these saint’s (or another saint) names. 

Candidates may retain their baptismal name so long as it does not conflict with Christian nature. 

Saint Report Format (use this format to create a separate “report” for each saint):  

Name of Saint:_______________________ Feast Day:___________ Patron of:___________ 

Date of Birth (including year):__________ Date of Death: ___________  

Three things you learned about the saint:  

What did you like most about this saint?  

How is this saint an example of the life of Christ?  

Signed X____________________________ Print name: ______________________________ 

  

A guide to the letter to the bishop  

The bishop truly desires to know and understand the candidates he is going to confirm. He wants to 

know about their journey of faith, their relationship with God and the Church, and their desire for the 

grace of the sacrament. Thus every candidate is asked to prepare a letter to the bishop. These letters 

must include the following parts:  

1) an introduction to who they are (name, age, grade, school attends, and interests)  

2) information they learned from the saints they researched  

3) what name they will be taking/retaining  

4) a way they grew closer in relationship to God through the confirmation process  

5) how they lived the works of mercy  

6) why they want to be confirmed  

7) who their sponsor is and why  

8) a formal request for confirmation. 

 


